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Epigenetic protein modifications play a fundamental role in gene regulation, but the
dynamics of these modifications remain a mystery in living cells. Part of the problem is that
standard labeling techniques based on permanent fluorescent fusion tags such as GFP are
unable to distinguish modified forms of the same protein. For example, although GFP has
been used to visualize the live-cell dynamics of RNA polymerase II (pol II) [1], it has been
difficult to distinguish actively elongating forms of pol II (phosphorylated at Serine 2) from
freely diffusing (unphosphorylated) or initiated but stationary forms (phosphorylated at
Serine 5). This complicates the analysis of pol II transcription dynamics and leaves some
doubt about deduced results [2]. In this talk I will describe how this difficulty can be
overcome with FabLEM (Fab-based Live Endogenous Modification labeling), a recently
developed technique utilizing fluorescent antigen binding fragments (Fab) to reversibly label
protein modifications in living cells with minimal disturbance [3-4]. Specifically, I will
discuss our recent experiments visualizing pol II phosphorylation in conjunction with histone
acetylation/methylation at an activated gene array in single living cells. By timing the
recruitment of these epigenetic marks to the gene array, this work is the first to distinguish in
vivo transcription initiation kinetics from recruitment and elongation kinetics. I will
conclude by discussing how this data constrains quantitative models for transcription
dynamics.
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